Stanmer Park
Family Learning
Adventures in the park
and at home

Welcome!
Whether you’re in your local park
or can get to us at Stanmer, here are
a range of activities that embrace
the outdoors and put nature centre
stage. Over the coming few years
we’ll be working with schools to
explore the Stanmer stories, and to
be inspired by this rich heritage and
wonderful landscape.
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The benefits for children in outdoor play and
learning are such important building blocks for
development – opportunities to be
adventurous or to be quiet and reflective.
At Stanmer, we recognise our role in being
able to support families and helping to make
learning fun and relaxed. Dip into some or
all of the activities here that focus on creative
making and conversation, imagination and
creative writing.

Take a deep breath of
fresh air and off we go!
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Project partners:

Stanmer Park Family Learning

Taking Time Out
Walk, think and chat
Where better for children to learn about their feelings and
emotions as they relate to the world, than outdoors?
Take a wander through a greenspace or natural area and
breathe in the smells, the sounds and the atmosphere.
Try not to talk for a bit and listen to how the sounds might
change or grow around you.
Pause at places to take a closer look at the floor, a tree trunk,
a flower or leaf.
Take your shoes off to feel the ground underneath you.
Think about how it feels.
Find a quiet place to sit and spend a few minutes listening
and looking. Then think about or chat together:
What do you love about being outdoors?
What are the first 5 words that come into your mind?
Can you describe a colour you love to see outside?
Can you describe what the outdoors sounds like?
Can you describe what the outdoors smells like?
How does being outside make you feel?
Describe a favourite memory of being outside?

Stanmer Park Family Learning

Collect & Make Safari
Walk, think and make
Take a closer look at leaves and stones and all the interesting
things you might find, inspect their colours and shapes.
Bring your treasures back home in pockets and rucksacks to
let those things inspire you to make something; drawing
prompts, collages, prints, rubbings and nature tables.

You can make art
right here and now!
Collect ten or more different leaves.
Explore wherever you are and collect one
leaf from each different plant you can find.
Examine each leaf and see the different
colours, thicknesses, vein structures etc.
Lay your leaves out on the ground to
make a pattern, swirl, circle or spiral.
or
Thread them onto a stick to display them
With thanks to land artist Richard Shilling and you can
take more inspiration at www.LandArtforKids.com

Main photo: www.richardshilling.co.uk

Go for a wander in the outdoors and collect things
that make you curious or that you find meaningful.

Stanmer Park Family Learning

Wild Words
A Nature Journal

Walk, think and write
Authors and poets often write outside. You can do these
activities on the spot with a notebook or clipboard or back
indoors while the memories are still fresh.

My Big List Poem

Who Lives Here?

Using a blank piece of paper,
draw around your hand.

Think about one area in the woods, park
or greenspace that you visited – use your
imagination to begin some wild storytelling…

Fill the inside by writing all the words you used
to describe your feelings about being outside;
the colours, sounds and memories.

What sort of story will you tell or write
– an adventure, a fairy tale, a mystery?

What’s the word or line that
stands out most for you?

What sort of characters might live
there?

Make that the first line or
word for a poem.

Are they friendly or unfriendly?

Use all the other words and descriptions to help
you make the rest of a poem.
Read it to someone and
say it proudly!

Where exactly would they make
their homes?
Do they come out in the day or at
night?

Who lives
here?

Where does your story start?
Take it in turns to build a tale about where
you’ve been today or write it down to
share with someone later.

This is a brilliant way to see how each
day in the outdoors changes and to
chart our feelings and emotions,
thoughts and memories.
• Start by adding the date and time
at the top of the page
• Write down the weather conditions
outside
• Draw a quick picture or take a photo
to include in your journal entry
• Collect any flowers or leaves you
may want to press into the journal
• Use all your five senses to describe
the setting.
• What do you feel at this moment
in time and what kind of taste do
you have in your mouth?
How often will you write in the journal?
Can you try every day for a week, a
month, the whole school holidays?
Look back at entries as you go and you
can compare how each day changed.

Stanmer Park Family Learning

Space for Memory
Think, talk and create
Sometimes in parks and outdoor spaces you find memorials
and statues. At Stanmer, the Frankland Memorial shown
here in the picture, is a reminder of the Pelham Family and
Frederick Frankland when they lived there over 200 years ago.
As a community we often put up memorials as statues, or
benches, trees or plants to remember people or events.
Are there memorials in your community and what’s
the story behind them?
With so much that has happened in the world this
year, what do you want to remember?
Is there a space at home or in your garden that might
be used as a special place for memory?
What will you choose to make, to write or to put there
to make it special?

Can you find me (and
my friends) on the
Frankland Memorial?

Make an Apple Bird Feeder
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• 1 apple
• 2 thin sticks
• Some seeds
(sunflower seeds
are good!)
• Some string

1

With an adult to help you,
make a hole through the middle
of the apple using the scissors.

2

Push the sunflower seeds in
to the apple, put them mainly
near the top of the apple so that
the birds can eat them easily.

3

Make an X shape with your two sticks
and then tie them together using a piece
of string. Make sure that the piece of string
is long enough to go through the hole
in your apple so that you can
hang up your feeder.

4

Thread the string through the hole
in the bottom of your apple so that
the apple sits on top of the two sticks.

5

Hang your apple bird feeder on a
sturdy tree and wait for the birds to
come and eat the seeds!
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• A pair of scissors

Make Salt Dough Sheep
YOU WILL NEED

Sheep graze in Stanmer Park and help conserve
the open space for wildlife and visitors.

• 1 cupful of plain
flour (about 250g)

What other animals and wildlife have you spotted
in the outdoors?

•H
 alf a cupful of table
salt (about 125g)

Choose one to make for keeps!

• P aints

1

With an adult,
turn on your
oven to its lowest
heat setting.

2

4
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Sprinkle some flour on to a
chopping board or kitchen
worktop and start shaping your
sheep.

5

Get a baking tray and
line it with baking paper.

Once you’re happy with the shapes,
put them on the baking tray and
pop into the oven for 3 hours, or until
they become hard.

3

Now mix the salt and flour together
in a big bowl, add the water and stir
it together till it forms a ball.

6

Take your animals out of the
oven – careful, they will be hot.
Once they have cooled down, you
can paint them!
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•H
 alf a cupful of
water (about 125ml)
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